
NYP 4

                              

Present: Catherine Park Peyton (chair), Nick Andralojc, Derek Benbow, Richard Kirby, and 
    Graham Slights

 

1.  Apologies for Absence 

There were apologies for absence from Katy Piazza.

2. Minutes of the Meeting of 2nd September 2019

The minutes of the meeting held on 2nd September 2019 were accepted as an accurate record of 
the meeting. 

3. Matters Arising

Any matters arising were dealt with under the appropriate agenda item heading.

4. Update from the Chair 

The Chair reported that she had been suffering from illness since just after the AGM and 
consequently had very little to report. Any comments she had would be directed towards the 
appropriate agenda item.

5. Treasurer’s Report  

NA reported that the balance as at the end of August stood at £3,858.64 – some £53.00 below the 
balance as at 31 August 2018. This had been the result of a limited expenditure i.e. costs 
associated with the AGM and the reimbursement of fuel costs to the Chair. 

6. A.G.M. - Feedback

The Committee noted that attendance at the AGM had been less than 1% of membership. Other 
than the 8 attendees associated with the Committee (6 Committee members and 2 Associates) 
there were only an additional 10 members present out of a total in excess of 2,100 representing 
less than 1% of the membership. No nominations for any Committee post had been received in 
advance of the AGM and none were received from the floor during it. 

Ultimately the meeting had determined that it was not possible to elect a new Committee but that 
those current Committee members who were prepared to continue should be left to resolve the 
filling of specific posts. The Chair added that subsequent to the AGM she had received a note from 
one of the attendees urging the Committee not to give up. However to date a total of only 16 
people had completed the survey on the website.

RK argued that there were two elements to the current situation the first of which was labour i.e. 
support for the Committee in terms of more members and people willing to assume posts within the
Committee. He hadn’t got the sense from the meeting that there was any preparedness from any of
those present to actually provide any active support. The second element concerned the vision for 
Harrogate & District Neighbourhood Watch Association (HDNWA) – what its purpose was and its 
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future role. He thought a major problem was that it represented a very large geographic area. 
There were a number of new housing estate developments taking place across the district and it 
was questionable what role HDNWA could play in terms of fostering “neighbourliness”. GS agreed 
and considered that the Rural Watch was too big and needed breaking back into constituent parts 
based on the main towns – Harrogate, Knaresborough, Boroughbridge and Ripon. Rural problems 
were clearly not top of the police priority list.

1.  Future Role of the Committee & Association

DB wondered that even if the “labour” element could be resolved by the recruitment of more 
Committee members the question of what the Committee was for and would do still remained. NA 
wanted to realise a vision of neighbourliness but had little idea of how to approach it. RK thought 
that the trend was for society to become increasingly dysfunctional. People were feeling either too 
comfortable or too complacent but whatever the reasons the task was to force back a dysfunctional
society but it was far from clear how this might be addressed. 

There were sensitive issues – for example Nidderdale had the highest rate of domestic abuse in 
the country, and of women abusing men. NHW was the wrong tool to attempt to address matters 
such as these. GS believed that matters were too complicated to resolve on anything other than a 
local area basis. CPP mentioned that it had become increasingly difficult to establish relationships 
with NYP since the police officers were constantly moving on. The officer who had attended the 
AGM, for example, had already taken up a new post. 
She also referred to the tone of communication within Harrogate which had become unpleasant 
with people saying unacceptable things on Facebook and Twitter and generally not respecting one 
another. An example of this was the split within the town on the condition of the Stray which was a 
reflection of the wider Brexit split within the country at large. There were greater problems in 
Harrogate than could be sorted out by NHW: people didn’t seem to know or care very much about 
who lived next to them.

RK suggested that what was required was a formal proposal to close the Association which would 
then need to be endorsed by a Special General Meeting. Once this had been achieved then it 
would be possible to proceed with closure and disposal of the assets. After further discussion the 
Committee agreed unanimously that the Harrogate & District Neighbourhood Watch Association be
dissolved and consequently the appropriate action should be taken under the terms of the 
constitution in order to implement this decision i.e. a Special General Meeting of the Association 
should be convened to confirm this decision. Assuming that the requisite majority in favour of the 
decision was achieved then the Committee would then proceed to take the necessary action 
including the disposal of assets to another institution having similar objectives to the Association. 

The Committee decided to delay giving the requisite notice of the Special General Meeting. It was 
considered that the earliest this could reasonably be achieved would be late November by which 
time the combination of dark nights and cold weather might well endanger achieving a quorum at 
the meeting. After some discussion it was determined that it would be best left to the Spring and a 
date of Monday 30th March was provisionally agreed for the Special Meeting. 

Formal notice of the meeting would be given at the appropriate time. In the meantime the 
Committee agreed that there should be two versions of a letter sent. The first would go to a series 
of individuals and groups, setting out the nature of the current difficulties, that would include past 
Committee members, Parish Councils, NYP, Victim Support, Safer Neighbourhood Groups, 
Harrogate Community Safety Partnership and perhaps local councillors. 

The other letter would be a communication to Coordinators to advise them of developments 
following the AGM. It would be made clear in this communication that the decision was to close the 
Association unless something came out of the correspondence with the other interested parties. 
During the discussion it was acknowledged that whilst these actions might close the Harrogate & 
District NHW Association as a registered charity nonetheless there would still be in excess of 2,000
Coordinators operating their schemes. DB wondered where they might seek assistance from in the 
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absence of a Committee and what would happen to the website. 
After further brief discussion NA and DB suggested that they might be willing to stay on in a limited 
administrative capacity to help ensure that new schemes could be registered etc.
 

2. GDPR – Letter to Coordinators   
DB reminded the Committee that this matter had been discussed at the AGM at which time it had 
been confirmed that a communication would be sent to Coordinators in the near future. He noted 
that the Committee had already agreed the text of a letter to Coordinators and proposed that he’d 
send this out as an attachment to an accompanying email. The Committee accepted this proposal 
and DB agreed to circulate the text of the email to members prior to its mass circulation.

3. Any Other Business

No matters were raised under this agenda item.

4. Date of Next Meeting
It was decided that the next meeting would take place at Harlow Moor Drive at:

2.30 p.m. on Monday 11th November 2019 

                            Meeting closed at 4.33 p.m.
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